
...Made simple 

New   “Pro” series  

TRACKED  SELF-PROPELLED PLATFORMS 
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Diesel Kubota 14Hp— Water cooled 
Now available on request with a silenter and 
less vibrating diesel engine. In addition engi-

ne rpm are automatically increased only 
when the movements are operated. 

Radio remote controls: drive/stabs. 
Equipped with a new generation SCANRECO 
radio remote control enabling a smooth and 

precise drive and set-up. 

Automatic stabilization set-up. (Self-levelling) 
Now the radio remote control panel is equipped with a 
button enabling the automatic levelling of the platform in 

any neve ground condition. 

Double speed driving system 
To optimize the power and to increase the speed to 
transfer the machine from site to site. The unit can 

now be drivven to 3 km/h when in FAST mode. 
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Radio control unit compartment. 
The front of the undercarriage is designed 
to accomodate the radio control unit with a 

key lockable compartment. 
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New   “Pro” series  

Tailored on YOU !! 

- Hydraulic live controls ——> # Radio remote controls 

- Petrol Engine    ——> # Diesel Engine (water/fan cooled) 

- Black rubber tracks  ——> # White non marking tracks 

- Basket without rotation ——> # Basket with rotation 80+80deg. 

- Single man basket  ——> # Two men basket 

- Single speed drive  ——> # Double speed drive 

- Small size foot pads  ——> # Large size foot pads 

 

Ask Your dealer and build-up your 

favorite SPIDER LIFT  


